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In this paper we report on the generation of Abs possessing specificities similar to those of Abs used in
immunization, and on the generation of Id and anti-Id specificities in the sera of mice immunized with
commensal bacterial antigens.

The human monoclonal antibody IgM DJ (VH3/VL2) expresses natural antibody properties, natural
idiotope (Y7), and specificity towards Lactic acid bacteria (LAB). When used in immunization it
generates LAB-specific antibodies. Immunization with LAB, as detected in the presence of biotin-
labelled mouse monoclonal anti-idiotopic antibodies Y7 and IgM DJ generates Abs1 and Abs2,
respectively. These findings may imply that the recognition of bacterial motifs accords with the rules of
idiotypic network theory. This theory, first proposed by Jerne in 1974 and often overlooked since, has
been subject to change during the course of immunological research. Recent experiments concerning
the recognition of bacterial motifs and natural memory in the immune system have inspired us in our
attempt at explaining the possible role of natural Id in immune memory.
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INTRODUCTION

Jerne postulated the idiotype network theory of immune

regulation some thirty years ago (Jerne, 1974). The theory

has often been examined, since, but never confirmed. With

an understanding of the significance of natural antibodies

(NAbs), researchers were inspired to propose a model of

immune regulation based on fluctuating NAbs levels. This

became known as second generation immune network

theory (Varela and Coutinho, 1991; Coutinho, 1995). But

this model also has its weaknesses: the rejection of

monoclonality, and the operation of the network in a non-

activated state only. As specificity is the main charac-

teristic of each biological function and as specific

recognition is the fundamental function of antibodies

(James and Tawfik, 2001), to exclude the latter’s clonal

nature is equivalent to excluding the entire system.

A further weakness stems from the huge variation in

system components with no obvious check-point markers

present. And now the new idea of “epitope promiscuous

receptor recognition” seems to overturn this model once

and for all (Robey et al., 2002a). Versatile specificities and

affinities exist in immunized sera, thus the marker check-

points (i.e. the clonal markers of antibody specificity and

the Id markers on NAbs) necessary to monitor system

function should be looked for in the substrate of steady-

state non-immunized sera and on NAbs sustained by

normal physiological immunoregulation. Immunization-

induced Ab specificities are not always subsidiary

phenomena with a temporarily protective (or harmful)

role, but may be connected with immune pathology

(Shoenfeld, 1994; Blank et al., 2002). Another of the

model’s Achilles’ heels was the proposition that the

network functions only in a steady-state. This statement

arose from the fact that no Id/anti-Id receptor-specific

activation is possible in the immune system. This has

raised the question of why the network is so important,

whether its existence (based on just the two elements Ab1

and Ab2) is predicated upon perfect equilibrium and,

subsequently, which mitogenic receptors are involved.

IgM innate Abs are polyvalent and polyreactive and their

main function, from the point of view of the organism’s

survival, is the fast recognition of pathogenic invaders

(Boes et al., 1998; Ochsenbein et al., 1999; Kohler et al.,

2003). These molecules also have the characteristics

necessary for cell activation (Dimitrijevic et al., 1991;

Robey et al., 2002b).

The important role of NAbs Ids in the immune system

has not been satisfactorily explained experimentally,

despite the fact that their significance has been appreciated

at an intuitive level for a long time (Landsteiner, 1945;

Grabar, 1983; Pereira et al., 1989; Avrameas, 1991).

On the one hand, human serum in steady-state contains

gram quantities of Ig which exhibit a myriad of perplexing
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diversities with no satisfactory explanation of their

underlying functions. Conversely, the value of experi-

mental assays to detect specific Abs developed post-

infection, or arising from autoimmunity or immunization,

has been overstated and the meaning of certain

specificities with regard to pathogenicity remains elusive.

The spurs of various Ab specificities found in the sera of

patients with autoimmune disease are of scant help: the

term “pathogenic autoantibody” is fashionable but

fashion, as we know, is fickle (Masllorens, 2000). More

groundedly, the actual profile of serum Abs results from a

process of active homeostatic selection (Poletaev and

Osipenko, 2003).

In support of this last statement, we have presented

the results we obtained after immunization with lactic

acid bacteria (LAB) as the commensal bacterial antigen

and IgM DJ, which expresses a natural Id which has

been shown to possess natural antibody binding proper-

ties and which binds to LAB (Dimitrijević et al., 1999).

IgM DJ and mouse monoclonal anti-idiotopic antibody

Y7 (MAb Y7), specific for the idiotope expressed on

IgM DJ, enabled us to track the levels of immunization-

induced Abs1 and Abs2 during LAB immunization.

According to our results, immunization with IgM DJ

generates LAB binding antibodies while LAB immuniz-

ation generates high levels (redundancy) of LAB-specific

Abs (Abs1) as well as Abs specific for anti-LAB Abs

(Abs2). The fact that Abs2 were generated in parallel

with Abs1 during LAB immunization indicates that

immune response against commensally bacterial anti-

gens is dependent on the polyclonal activation of a

humoral immune response and that it is idiotypically

regulated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Antigens Used for Immunization

Two antigens were used for immunization:

(1) a mixture of LAB (B. bifidum, L. acidophilus,

L. plantarum), and

(2) IgM DJ, an antibody isolated by means of euglobulin

precipitation from the serum of patient D.J. suffering

from Waldenstrom macroglobulinaemia, followed

by gel-exclusion chromatography on Superose-6

column (FPLC system, Pharmacia).

Immunization Schedule

Eight-week old BALB/c female mice was immunized with

IgM DJ or LAB. Antigens were applied subcutaneously,

to the paw and the base of the tail, at one-week intervals

in CFA, IFA and PBS. LAB was used at a concentration

of 1 £ 109 cells/dose, while IgM DJ was used in two

concentrations, viz. 1 mg/dose and 10mg/dose. Sera

from ten BALB/c mice were collected one week after

the final dose, pooled, complement-depleted and used in

ELISA assay. Sera obtained form normal mice, and from

normal mice injected with adjuvant only, were treated as

described above and used as a control.

Indirect ELISA for the Detection of LAB-specific Abs

Antibacterial ELISA was performed as previously

described (Dimitrijević et al., 1999). Briefly, LAB was

adhered on poly-L-lysine (PLL) pre-coated plates

(centrifugation at 500 g followed by 1 h incubation) and

covalently coupled to PLL by the addition of 50ml 0.5%

glutardialdehyde (15 min) to stabilize adherence. Plates

were saturated with 0.5% BSA/0.1 M glycine/PBS for 2 h

at 378C. Antibody binding was detected by the use of

biotin-labelled (-B) anti-mouse IgG and streptavidin–

peroxidase conjugate. Enzyme reaction was developed for

30 min with o-phenylen-diamine as substrate and then

stopped by the addition of 2M H2SO4. Optical density

(OD) was read at 492/620 nm (Multiscan Ascent

Labsystem).

Competitive ELISA for Detection of Abs1 and Abs2

For inhibition ELISA, two antibodies were used: human

monoclonal Ab IgM DJ and its specific anti-idiotypic

antibody MAb Y7 IgG1 isotype, isolated over the IgM DJ

CL 4B immunoaffinity column (Dimitrijević et al.,

1992). Abs were biotin-labelled as described previously

(Dimitrijević et al., 1999). Both MAb Y7 and IgM DJ

were labelled highly specific, as the concentrations

necessary for 50% inhibition of binding or saturation

were equal in each case. The binding of 100 ng of either

biotin-labelled IgM DJ or MAb Y7 to its relevant

component adsorbed to plastic (Y7 MAb or IgM DJ,

respectively) were detected after pre-incubation (1 h at

room temperature) with different dilutions of LAB-

immunized sera.

RESULTS

Detection of LAB-specific Antibodies

LAB-specific antibodies were generated in mice immu-

nized with either LAB or LAB-specific Ab, IgM DJ

(Fig. 1). In LAB-immunized mice, these Abs could be

assigned as Abs1, while in IgM DJ immunized mice anti-

LAB Abs could be regarded as part of the Abs2

population. Comparing the groups of mice immunized

with IgM DJ, a positive correlation between the IgM DJ

concentration used and the level of induced anti-LAB

Abs was observed. It was of interest that higher levels

of LAB-specific antibodies were achieved in the sera

of mice immunized with a high dose of IgM DJ than in

the LAB-immunized mice (Fig. 1). Levels of anti-LAB

antibodies were also detected in the sera of control mice.
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Detection of Ab1 and Ab2 in LAB-immunized Sera

Abs1 and Abs2 were detected in the sera of LAB-

immunized mice by competitive ELISA (Fig. 2). Abs1

were detected by measuring the inhibition of MAb Y7-B

binding to immobilized IgM DJ in the presence of various

sera dilutions. Complete inhibition was achieved at a sera

dilution of 1:25 (Fig. 2A). Inhibition of IgM DJ-B binding

to MAb Y7 in the presence of sera from LAB-immunized

mice was used for Ab2 determination, when sera diluted

1:200 completely inhibited MAb Y7–IgM DJ-B inter-

action (Fig. 2B).

DISCUSSION

In this paper we have reported, firstly, on the generation of

antibodies possessing specificity similar to that of the Ab

expressing natural idiotope which was used for immuni-

zation, and, secondly, on the simultaneous induction of Id

and anti-Id specificities, Abs1 and Abs2, in the sera of mice

immunized with LAB. It is the case with our method that

the immunization of mice with anti-DNA (or Id) Abs also

results in the production of anti-DNA Abs. It has already

been shown that anti-DNA antibodies can express

complementarities similar to those existing in DNA

molecules (Cottet et al., 1994; Cottet and Bordenave,

1994) and can be induced by antibodies of any specificity,

not necessarily those that are DNA-specific. Polyreactive,

repetitive Ig fragments, which bear linked B and T cell

epitopes can, when presented to appropriate B cells,

stimulate the cell, become endocytosed and processed in

the same way as normal antigens for MHC class II

presentation to T cells (Fehr et al., 1997). In this way

“natural” Abs specific for DNA can be formed in a normal

human or animal (Kalsi et al., 1996). Diversification of this

response, which upsets the balance of the steady-state

levels of non-specific T cell stimulation, generates immune

pathology, epitope spread and unrecognized Ags in

antibody-dependent immune pathologies. In our system-

atology, the existence of repetitive protein determinants

sustained in Abs1 and Abs2 could explain the generation of

the same specificity as sustained in the Ag used for

immunization. The conserved protein structures, natural

idiotopes, are the substrate for natural immune memory and

tolerance. In general, similar interspecies and cross-

reactive Ids indicate that such structures may function, at

an evolutionary level, as the chatelaines of fortresses

besieged by sophisticated and versatile micro-organisms

(Janeway, 2001; Marchalonis et al., 2002).

FIGURE 1 Binding of sera, obtained from mice immunized with LAB
and with differing concentrations of IgM DJ (1 mg and 10mg), to LAB
coated microplates. Normal mouse sera, and sera from mice administered
adjuvant only, were used as controls. Each point represents a mean of
triplicate values of ten pooled sera.

FIGURE 2 The analysis of LAB-immunized mice sera detected an
idiotopic complementary structure. (A) Competitive inhibition of binding
of idiotope (biotin-labelled IgM DJ 100 ng/ml) to its relevant anti-
idiotopic antibody (Y7 mouse MAb) coated onto microplate in the
presence of lactobacillus immunized mouse serum. (B) Competitive
inhibition of binding of anti-idiotopic antibody (biotin-labelled Y7
100 ng/ml) to its relevant idiotope (IgM DJ) coated onto microplate in the
presence of lactobacillus immunized mouse serum. BALB/c
immunization was done with three doses (109 bacterial cells/dose)
applied subcutaneously at weekly intervals in CFA, IFA and PBS. Sera
were collected seven days after the final dose. Each point represents a
mean of triplicate values of ten pooled sera.
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The production of identical antibody (Ab) specificities

upon immunization (Reilly and Root, 1986; Hebert et al.,

1990) with either the antigen (Ag) or its specific idiotope

(Id) (Forni et al., 1980; Stein and Soderstorm, 1984;

Hanson et al., 2003) expressed on monoclonal antibody

(MAb) with natural Ab characteristics, supports the

conceptual framework proposed by Jerne (Jerne, 1974),

which may be expressed in a biological sense by the

regulation of the immune response. In other words,

immunization with NAb preferentially stimulates direct

expression of VH germline genes, without further

diversification of the Id response (Schiff et al., 1986).

This may well generate a certain degree of redundancy.

Idiotopes as well as NAbs gain the qualifier recurrent

(Lundkvist et al., 1987) when their redundancy and

regulatory role (Araujo et al., 1987) in a network become

obvious. If we accept that the recurrent idiotope on natural

Ig has a regulatory role in memory or tolerance induction,

and if we label it as Abs1, then the question, which arises

is: what are the characteristics of its complementary

Abs2? Although Abs2 interact with Abs1 through some of

their CDR regions, Abs2 have also to partially duplicate

the biological structure and function of Abs1 in order to

ensure the biological functionality of Ab1s. The most

important biological function of Abs1 is the provision of

immediate protection against invaders: for steady-state

functionality in this protective capacity, Abs2 should

represent a pool of monoclonal components with differing

specificities and affinities providing basal levels of Abs1.

In the case of memory induction, Abs2 should have very

specific characteristics both at the structural level and in

terms of concentrations. MHC peptide presentation of V

regions of Abs2 should provide the stimulation or

depression of Abs1. When the presented peptides

originate from Abs2 (probably light chains) CDRs acquire

structural similarities with Abs1 H CDR3 (Alfonso et al.,

2002), the levels of Abs1 rising as a consequence of non-

specific T receptor stimulation, which for their part

stimulate the B cells with similarly presented peptides,

irrespective of origin.

This type of response is designed to amplify the B cell

Ig response to bacterial challenge, through the repetitive

protein structure which, by analogy to Pathogen

Associated Molecular Pattern (PAMP) (Janeway and

Medzhitov, 2002), could be designated as Self Associated

Molecular Pattern (SAMP). Microbial carbohydrates and

lypopolysaccharides express regularly-spaced repeating

epitopes that induce multivalent membrane Ig (mIg) cross-

linking on the B cell surface. This mediates potent

mIg-dependent B cell signalling which by itself induces

only B cell proliferation, but which, in concert with

cytokines and/or polyclonal microbial activators, can

co-stimulate Ig secretion and Ig class switching. Dangers

arise when microbial interaction with B cells induces

receptor-mediated signalling [through Toll receptor

stimulation (Vasselon and Detmers, 2002)] thereby

activating the immune system, an interaction which, by

virtue of idiotypic cross-reactivity, cannot be dealt with

by the natural Abs (i.e. the polyreactive V regions and

T cell receptors sustained in natural idiotope) which are

steady-state players in the system.

Ig V regions and TCR SAMP sequences, in a way

similar to the PAMP, could use the same receptors (Tolls

are, after all, pathogen recognition receptors) to interact

with and provide the basal levels of stimulation which

exist in steady-state. SAMP sequences, in competition

with PAMP, could provide protection against evolu-

tionarily conserved microbial structures as part of an

evolutionarily conserved natural memory. If such

competition does not exist, as in the case of LAB (which

may be regarded as a tolerogen due to its redundancy and

its presence early in maturation) immunization, natural

idiotopes are stimulated with no further diversification of

the humoral immune response, lending support to Jerne’s

concept of the role of idiotypes in immune regulation.
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